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Triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs), as a new energy technology for distributed power, are used widely in the
field of the natural environment energy harvesting. Because the natural energy is random and unstable, dynamic
matching between TENGs driving-torque and natural environment energy is fundamental for improving the
applications of TENGs. Therefore, a driving-torque self-adjusted triboelectric nanogenerator (SA-TENG) for
effective harvesting of random wind energy is developed in this paper. When the external wind speed is unstable,
the SA-TENG automatically self-adjusted its driving-torque to dynamically match the wind speed and obtain
higher output power. Experiments showed that the SA-TENG can adjust its driving-torque in accordance to the
wind speed ranging in 5.0–13.2 m/s, and that, the output peak power can reach 7.69 mW. Under the same
conditions, in comparison with a normal TENG, the power growth rate and the highest energy conversion ef
ficiency of the SA-TENG were boosted by more than 4.3 and 12.2 times, respectively; values that are also 3.2 and
6.5 times higher, respectively, than those of an electromagnetic generator. Additionally, the SA-TENG can supply
power to sensors for monitoring environment, proving its feasibility as a distributed energy source.

1. Introduction
With the continuous improvement of technology, modern society is
in the era of big data and intelligent life [1,2]. However, behind the
development of science and technology is the massive demand for en
ergy, which has prompted many countries to vigorously research and
develop clean and renewable energy [3,4]. To meet the enormous de
mand for energy by the trillions of sensors distributed worldwide, the
effective development of distributed energy is imperative [5,6]. The
current mainstream approach to powering distributed sensors is through
the power grid or batteries, which impose a high economic burden and
substantial negative impact on the natural environment [7,8]. There
fore, it is essential to develop more appropriate technology for

distributed energy.
The triboelectric nanogenerator (TENGs), driven by Maxwell’s
displacement current, was proposed for the first time by Wang’s group in
2012 [1,9]. By coupling triboelectricity and electrostatic induction,
mechanical energy can be effectively converted into electrical energy by
a TENG [10–14]. Natural environmental energy harvesting mainly in
volves sources such as wave energy [15–18], vibration energy [19–21],
human movement energy [22–25], and wind energy [26]. Among them,
wind energy is widely distributed and has large reserves globally;
therefore a wind-driven TENGs is highly suitable as a distributed energy
source [27–29]. Currently, the performance of a wind-driven TENGs can
be improved through its mechanism [30–34], circuitry [18,35], mate
rials [36–39], and on the basis of theory [40–42]. In particular, the
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Fig. 1. The driving-torque self-adjusted triboelectric nanogenerator (SA-TENG): (a) schematic showing the overall structure of the SA-TENG, (b) schematic of the
driving-torque self-adjusted unit, and (c) and (d) photographs of the SA-TENG, rotor, and stator.

physical machinery has characteristics of robustness and low cost that
make it an important area in which to improve wind-driven TENGs
performance [43–46]. In the natural environment, wind energy has the
characteristics of randomness, instability, and a wide range of wind
speed changes [47,48]. Therefore, if TENGs driving-torque could be
automatically adjusted to match the external input energy by a me
chanical structure, and the approximate error between the actual power
and the desired power were reduced continuously, the output power of a

TENG could be increased substantially. The primary parameters
affecting TENGs driving-torque are centrifugal force and effective gen
eration area. Therefore, the designed mechanical structure should
ideally be able to automatically adjust both the torque and the effective
generation area when the wind speed changes.
In this work, a driving-torque self-adjusted (SA-TENG) was devel
oped for the efficient harvesting of random wind energy. The SA-TENG
applies an internal driving-torque self-adjusted unit to realize dynamic
matching between the effective generation area and the external wind
energy. With the change of the external wind speed, the SA-TENG
automatically adjusts the parameters that affect the generator drivingtorque, e.g., and effective generation area, through varying its own
centrifugal force. Thus, the SA-TENG can dynamically adjust its drivingtorque to match the wind speed, thereby reducing the difference be
tween the actual power and the expected power. When the external
wind speed fluctuates, the driving-torque of the SA-TENG can be auto
matically adjusted to always match the wind speed. Experiments
showed that the power growth rate of the SA-TENG was 3500%, i.e., 4.3
and 3.2 times higher than a normal (N-TENG) and electromagnetic
generator (EMG), respectively. Under a random wind environment, the
highest energy conversion efficiency of the SA-TENG was boosted by
more than 12.2 and 6.5 times in comparison with that of the N-TENG
and the EMG, respectively. Application experiments proved that under
the same conditions, the charging capacity of the SA-TENG was 2.3 and
18.7 times higher than that of the N-TENG and the EMG, respectively.
Additionally, the SA-TENG is able to power the sensors used to monitor
the environmental changes, highlighting the potential of the SA-TENG
as a distributed energy source. The findings of this research represent
important guidance regarding the efficient harvesting of random wind
energy using TENGs.

Fig. 2. Working principles of the SA-TENG: (a)–(d) relationships between wind
speed and wind energy, torque, output power and efficiency.
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Fig. 3. Output performance of the SA-TENG with spring wires of different diameters: (a) 0.20 mm, (b) 0.25 mm, and (c) 0.30 mm.

2. Results and discussion

torque self-adjusted unit introduced in the SA-TENG can adjust the
torque and generation area such that the driving-torque of the generator
can be varied dynamically with wind speed. Wind scoops harvest the
random wind energy of the environment directly, and the SA-TENG can
automatically adjust to typical environmental conditions of a moderate
breeze, fresh breeze, and strong breeze (Fig. 2a). The calculation of wind
power is shown in Eq. (S1). To achieve dynamic matching between
generation area and external input energy, the generation area of SATENG should also increase exponentially with wind speed. Therefore,
this article designed the FEP film into a trapezoid shape. The torque and
generation area of the SA-TENG will automatically adjust to the wind
speed, but those of the normal generator will not (Fig. 2b and c).
Therefore, SA-TENG is more efficient than normal generator. In this
study, 3D simulations using COMSOL were employed to elucidate the
working principles of the SA-TENG to demonstrate the feasibility of the
approach (Fig. S1).

2.1. Structure design
N-TENG driving-torque will not change with variation of external
input power; therefore, the output power increases slowly with the in
crease of the input power after excitation. To enable TENG drivingtorque to be changed adaptively with the variation of the external
input power, this work proposed the SA-TENG. The basic structure of the
SA-TENG, displayed in Fig. 1a, consists of the wind scoop, drivingtorque self-adjusted unit Fig. 1b(i), generation unit, and shell. In
particular, the driving-torque self-adjusted unit consists of four centrif
ugal mechanisms (Fig. 1b(ii)), and the reason why the SA-TENG can
achieve self-adjustment of driving-torque is based on the cooperative
operation of these centrifugal mechanisms. A photograph of the asfabricated SA-TENG device is shown in Fig. 1c, and photographs of
the fabricated driving-torque self-adjusted unit and generation unit are
shown in Fig. 1d(i) and d(ii), respectively.

2.3. Output performance

2.2. Mechanism of the driving-torque self-adjusted unit

The essential factor of the SA-TENG is self-adjustment of its output
performance to the external input energy. To measure the output per
formance of the SA-TENG, a method was adopted in which the stepper
motors offered different input rotation speeds. Fig. 3a(i) illustrates the
forces acting when the SA-TENG is running, where F1 is the resultant
force of the tension spring force (F2) and the static friction force (F3).
Because F3 is fixed, the value of F1 is affected solely by F2. The range of
rotation speed (n) for each of the three tension springs (diameter: 0.20,
0.25, and 0.30 mm) is 105–216, 120–246, and 165–330 rpm,

The driving-torque self-adjusted unit is a modern energy-adjusting
mechanism that regulates the torque or generation area. The working
principles of the driving-torque self-adjusted unit are shown in Fig. 2.
For the normal generator, most design parameters (e.g., centrifugal
force and effective generation area) that affect the driving-torque are
fixed. Therefore, when the torque and effective generation area cannot
match the wind speed well, the output power will be low. The driving3
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Fig. 4. Comparison of performance of the three different generators: (a) input power and output power when n is 165 rpm, and (b) torque, (c) input power, (d)
output power, (e) power growth rate, and (f) efficiency when n is varied.

respectively (Fig. 3a(ii)). In particular, the inflection point of the curve
of each of the tension springs is approximately the sixth, which is
because F1 is approximately equal to F2. The relationship between
displacement distance of slider (L) and n is shown by Eqs. (S2)–(S6).
Fig. S2 shows the torque produced by the different tension springs when
they rotate. The torque range of each of the three tension springs
(diameter: 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 mm) is 0.008–0.015, 0.01–0.017, and
0.013–0.02 N⋅m, respectively. To allow driving-torque self-adjusted by
the SA-TENG, a trapezoidal section of FEP film is included, and the
relationship between effective generation area (S2) and rotating speed is
shown in Fig. 3a(iii). The output performance related to the different
tension springs is illustrated in Figs. 3b–d and S3). In particular, as the
rotational speed increases, the output open-circuit voltage and the shortcircuit current both show a trend of growth. Because the SA-TENG is
easily driven, a smaller wire diameter will lower the upper limit of SATENG regulation, this study opted to use a wire tension spring with a
diameter of 0.30 mm to allow the SA-TENG to adjust to the typical range
of wind speeds found in the natural environment. Moreover, when the
diameter of the wire tension spring is 0.30 mm, the output performance
of the SA-TENG is better.

output performance of EMG is adjusted by changing the parameters of
magnets and coils, and the output performance of N-TENG is adjusted by
changing the generation area. The calculation of Pi is shown in Eq. (S7).
After n was increased from 165 to 330 rpm, the torque (T) of each of the
three generators was measured (Fig. 4b). When the rotation speed is
lower than 231 rpm, the centrifugal mechanism does not work, so the
torque does not change. However, SA-TENG can still rely on the char
acteristic of FEP film expanding to the outer shell by centrifugal force, to
realize the dynamic matching between the generation area and the
external input energy. The relationship between Pi and n is shown in
Fig. 4c, the average efficiency is shown in Fig. S5.
To accurately compare the adjustment capabilities of the three
generators when the external input rotation speed changes, the output
power of the three types of the generator was measured (Fig. 4d), the
impedance matching data of the three generators are shown in Fig. S6,
the output peak power dynamic curves of SA-TENG under different
torque conditions are shown in Fig. S7. Output peak power (Po1) of the
EMG was derived using Eq. (1):

2.4. Performance comparison

where B is magnetic field intensity, S3 is the area of the coil section, and
R is the system resistance. The output peak power (Po2) of the N-TENG
and output peak power (Po3) of the SA-TENG are influenced by the
contact area between the FEP film and the copper. Both Po2 and Po3 can
be obtained using Eq. (2); here, Po3 is taken as an example:

Po1 =

To study the driving-torque of different generators for random wind
energy harvesting, two additional generators were considered: an NTENG (Fig. S4a) and an EMG (Fig. S4b). The self-adjusted n range of the
SA-TENG is 165–330 rpm; therefore, to more clearly compare the
capability of the three types of generators to harvest random wind en
ergy, the input power (Pi) and output peak power of each of the three
generators at 165 rpm were set to be almost the same (Fig. 4a). The

Po3 =

4

(nBS3 ω)2
,
R

S22 σ dσ
,
C1 dt

(1)

(2)
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Fig. 5. Experimental measurements under conditions of a simulated natural wind environment: (a) output peak power of the three types of the generator at different
wind speeds, and open-circuit voltage for (b) (i) north, (ii)east, (iii)west, and (iv) south wind.

where σ is charge density and C1 is system capacitance. Therefore, Po3
grows faster than either Po1 or Po2. The variation of Po1 and Po2 is shown
enlarged in Fig. 4d(i) and d(ii), respectively. Among them, for the spe
cific values of A2, A3, A4, B2, B4, C4, D4, E4, F4, please refer to the Fig. S8
in the Supporting information. Further details are provided in Sup
porting Movie S1. The power growth rates of the EMG (Ri1), the N-TENG
(Ri2), and the SA-TENG (Ri3) are shown in Fig. 4e. The power growth
rates (Ri) are defined as follows:
Ri =

Po−

− Po−
Po− min

max

min

× 100%,

To prove the capability of the SA-TENG to harvest wind energy, the
SA-TENG was assessed in relation to the simulated moderate breeze,
fresh breeze, and the strong breeze environments, as shown in Fig. 5.
The peak power in a simulated natural wind environment was also
investigated (Fig. 5a), the average power is shown in Fig. S9. Addi
tionally, the power growth rates are shown in the illustrations. Here, Ri1,
Ri2, and Ri3 are 550%, 375%, and 1897%, respectively. The power
growth rates calculated when the generator is driven by wind power are
smaller than those when the generator is driven by a stepper motor.
Because the driving-torque of each of the three types of a generator is
different at the same wind speed, the n of the generators is different.
When the wind comes from the four directions of north, east, south, and
west, the open-circuit voltage (Fig. 5b) is almost the same. This proves
the stability of the SA-TENG. The wind speed range was 5.0–13.2 m/s in
this experiment.

(3)

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2022.107389.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2022.107389.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of application capability of different generators. (a) (i) Commercial 4.7 μF capacitor charged from 0 to 36 s, (ii) Pc of the different generators, and
(iii) peak power of the SA-TENG for different rotational speeds. (b) (i) Experimental platform in the environment of a simulated wind, and (ii) the relationship
between wind speed and capacitor voltage.

2.5. Demonstrations

adjusting range of the SA-TENG, the energy conversion efficiency of
the SA-TENG was higher than that of the other two generators. In the
simulated wind environments, the SA-TENG was shown able to harvest
wind energy normally from different directions. Demonstration experi
ments showed that the SA-TENG can successfully power temperature
and humidity sensors, proving its feasibility as a distributed energy
source. The SA-TENG has bright application prospects in terms of
effective harvesting of random wind energy, and the findings of this
study could represent an essential reference for TENG design.

To prove the application capability of the SA-TENG, the charging
capacity of the EMG, N-TENG, and SA-TENG was compared. In 36 s, a
0.47 μF capacitor was charged to 0.64, 5.07, and 11.97 V by the EMG, NTENG, and SA-TENG, respectively (Fig. 6a(i)). The power of charging
(Pc) of the EMG, N-TENG, and SA-TENG was 0.03, 1.68, and 9.35 μW,
respectively, for a 4.7 μF capacitor (Fig. 6a(ii)). The load peak power of
the SA-TENG is shown in Fig. 6a(iii). In addition, the durability exper
iment of SA-TENG is shown in Fig. S10. The maximum peak power was
7.69 mW. Additionally, the powering of a commercial thermometer is
demonstrated in Fig. 6b(i). Further details are shown in Supporting
Movie S3, which considers the wind environments of a moderate breeze,
fresh breeze, and strong breeze. The corresponding charged voltages of
capacitors at different wind speeds are shown in Fig. 6b(ii).
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2022.107389.

4. Experimental section
4.1. Fabrication method
The SA-TENG has dimensions of 200 mm (length) × 200 mm
(width) × 210 mm (height). The shells of the SA-TENG are fabricated
by 3D printing and laser cutting, the printed material being polylactic
acid (PLA), and the laser cutting material being acrylic. The drivingtorque self-adjusted unit of the SA-TENG is machined using a lathe.
The fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film has a thickness of 100 µm
and width of 50 mm. Eight copper electrodes with a thickness of
0.065 mm are evenly distributed on the inner wall of the stator in the
generation unit. Other information is given as Supporting information.

3. Conclusions
In this study, a SA-TENG was developed to address the problem of
mismatch between generator driving-torque and input energy. When the
wind speed fluctuates, the SA-TENG can change the torque and effective
generation area through variation of the centrifugal force, thereby
realizing dynamic matching between its driving-torque and the external
input wind energy, and improving output performance. Experiments
showed that when the external input rotation speed fluctuated, the
power growth rate of the SA-TENG was 3500%, i.e., 4.3 and 3.2 times
higher than that of the N-TENG and the EMG, respectively. The charging
capacity of the SA-TENG was boosted by more than 2.3 and 18.7 times in
comparison with that of the N-TENG and the EMG. Within the self-

4.2. Electrical measurement
The rotation is generated by a stepper motor (J-5718HBS401, Yish
eng, China) and measured by the torque sensor (DR-2112-R, Lorenz
Messtechnik, Germany), and the signal of SA-TENG was harvested by a
programmable electrometer (6514, Keithley, USA) and a data acquisi
tion card (USB-6218, National Instruments, USA). The signal is
6
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transmitted to the computer and recorded by LabVIEW.
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